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STRUCTUAL STEEL MEZZANINES

Mezzanine Floors and raised storage areas can be constructed using Structural
Steel Posts and Beams to increase your current storage capacity without relocation
premises.
Mezzanine floors can be installed over existing machinery, conveyors, and shelving
equipment or incorporated into new warehouse storage systems. Bowen Storage
can organise all the relevant fire protection systems, lighting systems, including
emergency lighting, and safety items such as signage and pedestrian protection
systems. As with all types of Raised Storage Areas, conveyors, goods lifts, and
goods chutes can be included to facilitate efficient and effective warehouse
storage and distribution systems.
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Structural Steel Mezzanine assist you to:

○

Install an office on top of the mezzanine

○

Increase storage capacity without moving premises

○

Maximise warehouse storage

○

Increase productivity and efficiency

Each flooring area is purpose-built to individual requirements. They are
constructed with a large clear span and can be installed over existing equipment,
shelving, or machines.
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RACK BASED MEZZANINE

Rack Based Raised Storage areas provide cost-effective solutions that can double
your floor space by utilising overhead warehouse space.
Medium-duty and heavy-duty floors can be assembled using standard pallet
racking components. All of our Raised Storage Areas are purpose-built to suit your
requirements and are designed to increase the storage capacity of your existing
facility.
Shelving levels can be incorporated into the structure to provide long span shelf
levels, or freestanding modular units can be positioned between frames for smaller
parts storage.
A wide range of flooring materials is available, including plywood, particleboard,
steel planking and steel grating. Rack Based Raised Storage Areas are usually
freestanding and can be dismantled and relocated if required. In addition,
specialist materials handling equipment can be incorporated into an RSA, such as
conveyors, goods chutes, goods lifts and pallet load gates.
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Rack Based Mezzanines assists you to:

○

○
○

○
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A purpose-built storage system designed and built by combining racking
and shelving systems
Cost-effective by using standard pallet racking components
An effective space-saving solution that can double your floor space by
utilising overhead space
Raised Storage areas can include staircases, handrails, pallet loading
gates and safety signage

○

Cost-effective by using standard pallet racking components

○

Cost-effective by using standard pallet racking components
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MULTI-TIER SHELVING SYSTEM

SUPER 123 & UNIRACK
Mezzanine Floor Systems can be constructed using the Super 123 and Unirack
shelving ranges. These two-tier systems use standard modular shelving
components to create raised storage areas that maximise warehouse volume and
storage capacity, utilising all available ceiling height.
Ideally suited for small parts, high-density storage, archive and active filing storage
applications, these systems are unique and result from many years of research
and development. Because of its lead-free galvanised finish, Super 123 is suitable
for storing old archives such as books, documents, manuals etc. Lighting and fire
protection sprinkler systems can be installed to comply with relevant building and
fire safety standards.
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Multi-tiered Shelving assists you:

○

○

○

○
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Through the use of standard modular
components to develop a purpose-built
storage solution

○

○

Increase storage capacity without
moving premises

○

Particularly suited for small parts and
archive storage

○

Can be designed as open plan floors or
two-tier shelving with suspended
walkways

Increase shelf storage space by utilising
overhead space
Cost-effective warehouse storage
solutions
Staircases, handrails and loading gates
can be incorporated into the structure
Wide range of accessories to further
enhance storage effectiveness
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FLOORING OPTIONS
Plywood

Steel Planking

Plywood is the most commonly used
flooring on Raised Storage Areas. It
has a strong point load capabilities
to suit many industrial situations
and provides an economical, solid
floor surface. Plywood can be clear
lacquered or painted as desired.

Steel planking is available in three
different surface designs; ribbed,
open and smooth. these steel planking
sections allow a solid surface with a
superior fire rating and are used in
Super 456 and Super 123 structures.

Grating

Particleboard

Grating allows light to reach lower
levels and allows water penetration
from sprinkler systems. It is good
for visibility and ideal for hygiene
requirements, allowing the upper level
to be washed down simply.

Particleboard is the most economical
flooring available and is used where
point loads are not critical, such as
office flooring.
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HANDRAILS

Logirail Handrails
Keeping your team safe from harm
Safety in the warehouse is important, and an integral part of this is keeping
pedestrians safe and out of areas of danger. Handrails form part of an effective
safety plan in ensuring that people and other machinery traffic are kept separate.
Handrails are also a mandatory component of Raised Storage Areas and
Mezzanines.
An economical, strong yet simple system, the Logirail handrail system provides
flexibility and can be designed and installed to suit customers’ individual
requirements. The unique stanchion and rail design allow it to be transported and
erected quickly and simply. In addition, the Logirail handrailing has a standard
galvanised surface finish with other options available, including aluminium, powder
coated and stainless steel and simply.
LOGIRAIL HANDRAIL SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Stanchion

Heavy Stanchion

Standard Handrails

Standard Knee Rails

NB

40mm

40mm

32mm

25mm

OD

48.3mm

48.3mm

42.4mm

33.7mm

Wall Thickness

3.2mm

Heavy Stanchion

3.2mm

3.2mm

Notes: NB = Nominal Bore dimensions. OD = Overall Diameter dimensions.
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Modular Handrails
The modular hand railing system provides an alternative handrailing system that
does not require onsite welding. Using unique modular fittings to assemble the
handrailing reduces safety risks for the installer and public and reduces installation
time on-site. The modular galvanised tubular sections are constructed of structural
steel and can also be supplied in custom powder coat colours to suit individual
applications.
Other Handrails
Handrails for Raised Storage areas can be created using standard pallet racking or
shelving components. In addition, handrails can be designed using products from
the Superbuild, Logirack, Unirack, Super 123, and Super 456 ranges.
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PALLET SAFETY GATES

Eliminate the risk of fall whilst loading and unloading palletised goods from
storage areas.
Pallet safety gates are designed to eliminate the risk of falls and allow safe loading
and unloading of palletised goods from Raised Storage Areas. Double barrier pallet
safety gates are the only safety gates approved by Worksafe.fire safety standards.
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Logigate assists you with:

○

A switch gate system provides a high
level of safety when working at height.

○

Small footprint to maximise space.

○

Open design minimises visual clutter.

○

Low maintenance design that doesn’t
require lubrication.

○

Easy to install and simple to operate.

○

No restriction on the height of goods.

○

○

○
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Powder-coated in Safety Yellow for high
visibility.
Optional kick plates for the front and
sides are available.
Designed and manufactured to comply
with AS1657.
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BOWEN STORAGE
Specialises in delivering retail
And warehouse storage
Solutions for businesses
Across australia.
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